Minor in Persian
Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Minor in Persian

Persian Minor Requirements
Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Persian Minor Requirements

Upper Division
Not Satisfied: Complete 9 units

- Units: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed

Courses Available
PRS  3TR, PRS  399, PRS  401, PRS  402, PRS  403, PRS  404, PRS  407, PRS  408, PRS  471, PRS  496A, PRS  496B, PRS  498, PRS  499

Additional Units
Not Satisfied: Complete 9 units

- Units: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed

Courses Available
PRS  1TR, PRS  3TR, PRS  101, PRS  102, PRS  199, PRS  299, PRS  399, PRS  401, PRS  402, PRS  403, PRS  404, PRS  407, PRS  408, PRS  471, PRS  496A, PRS  496B, PRS  498, PRS  499

Minor Graduation Requirements
Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Minor Graduation Requirements

Minor Units
Not Satisfied: A minimum of 20 units are required in the minor.

- Units: 18.00 required, 0.00 completed, 18.00 needed
Minor GPA
- **Satisfied:** A minimum GPA of 2.0 is required in the minor coursework.
  - GPA: 2.000 required, 0.000 completed

Minor Residency
- **Not Satisfied:** A minimum of 3 units in the minor must be taken at the University of Arizona.
  - Units: 3.00 required, 0.00 completed, 3.00 needed

Minor Upper Division
- **Not Satisfied:** A minimum of 9 upper division units are required in the minor.
  - Units: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed